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The "Third World War" and South America
The military regimes of the southern cone of South
America see themselves as embattled:

0
~

-- on one sideby international Marxism and-its
terrorist exponents, and

C.)

-- on the other by the hostility of the uncDmprehendinq
industrial democracies misled by Marxist propaganda.
In r6sponse they are banding together in what may `vell
I I become a political bloc.pf some cohesiveness.
But, more~
S significantly, they are joining forces to ersadicate "subversion",
I !la word which increasingly translai~es into non-violent dissent
A from the left and center left. The security forces of the
southern cone
-- now coordinate intelligence activities closely;
-- operate in the territory of one anather's countries .1

hi' r

~
~00 ~

in pursuit of "subvei-sives";
--haveestablishedOperationCondor to find and kill*
terrorists of the "Revolutionary Coordinating Committee"
in their own countries and in Europe.
Brazil is cooperating short of murder operations.

This siege mentality shading into paranoia is peihaps
0~Q~iIhe natural result of the convulsions of recent years in which
the societies of Chile, Uruguay and Argentina have been badly
~haken by assault from the extreme left.
But the military
-leaders, despite r~ear decimation of the Marxist left in Chile
and Uruguay. along with accelerating progress toward that goal
in Argentina, insist that the threat remains and the war must
go on. Some talk of the "Third World War", with the countries
of the southern cone as the last bastion of Christian civilizaLion.
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Somewhat more rationally,
-- they consider their counter-terrorism every bit as
justified as Israeli- actions against Palestinian
terrorists; and
-- they believe that the criticism from democracies
of their war oh terrorism reflects a double standard.
The result of this mentality., internally, is to
magnify the isolation dt the military institutions from
the civilian sector, thus narrowing the range of political
and econorino options.
The broader implications f~ tig and for future trendg
in the hemisnbe;~ are dt~turbing. The mae of bloc-dy counterterrorism by these recirtes Tfl7~it~ns ~~oir increasing isolat_on
from the West and the opening of deep ideological divisions
among the countries of the hemisphere. An outbreak of PLO-type
terrorism on a worldw5de scale 1W resiponse is cflSO a pcssib~l±ty.
The.industr-iaL democracies would be the battlefield.
This -months s trenc< ~a~er attemots for the first
time to focus on lonri a n dangers of a right-wing blo~. initial policy recoz~i:nc1ations are:
- v
--~ --- .

-- To empnasize ub- aifferences b~twsen the s±x
connt~4c's at C~St onnortunmtv.
A- A- - -

n -` ,`-~--- 10 aepowxi.inize `-uman rigncs.

To oppose rhetorical exagcetations of the
!ThirdATorld~WarI typo.

-

-- To bring the potential bloc-members back~into
our cognibive un»=verse through systematic
exchanges.
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Security Cooperation is a Fact

* -

There is extensive cooperetich between the security!
intelligence opetations of six governments: Argentina~
Brazil. Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay, and Utuguay. Their.
intelligence services hold formal meetings to plan
"Operation Condor." It will inc2ude ext~nsive FBI-type
- exchanges of information on sha6y characters. There
are plans for a special communications network. These
details are still secret, but broad security cooperation
iS not. Qflficials in Paraguay and Argentina have told
us that they find it necessary to cooperate with each
other and their neighbors against internationally-funded
terrorists and "subversives.'
The probleg&b~a½s with the definiticit of "subversion"
never the most precise of terms. One report-sr .vr.i tcs
that subversion "has crown to include nearlranyone W±io
enposes gov~rnn'~nt policy~" In countries where everyone
knows that subv~rsives can wind up dead or tortured,
educated people have an understandable concern about
the boundar»=es of dissent. The concern doubles when there is a chance ot~ersecution by roreign police
acting on indirect, unknos-m information. Numerous
- -* Urugucyan refugees hAve been murdered in Arqenbina, and there~ are w»=ctesoreact accusations that Areentine . -.
police are doing their Urucuavan colleagues a favor.
These accusations are -at least credible,whether or
not they are exact.
The Naturo of the Left-Extreme Threat: : A tfThird f~orlcT War"?
- Urugucyan Foreign Minister Slanco -- one of. the-brighter and, normally steadier members of the group -was the first to describe the campaign against terrorists
as a "Third World War." The description is interesting
for -- two reasons:
-- It justifies harsh and st<eening "wartime"
measures. -- It emphasizes-the international and institut~onav
asr~r.¾ 4-l-,ereb,p justifying tho cxcrc~sc of power
beyond national borders.
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The threat is not imac-rinary.
It may be exaggirated.
This is hard to suggest to a man like Blanco, who believes
-- probably correctly -- that be ahd his family are
targeted. One musL admire his -personal courage.

-

Even by objective standards, the terrorists have
had substantial accomolishments over the years:

-

-- At one time or oth~urban and rural
guerrlilas have created severe problems
for al-most every South American government,
including those where democracy is still
- surviving.

--

-- They have provokeri repressixm reactions.
including torture and quasi-governmental
death squads.
(The guerrillas typicall~'
claimed to welcome renression, but we wonder
* if they really like what they got~)
-~ They still pose a serious threat in Arcentzna
and -- arguably -- a lesser problem in two
or three oth~ countries.

V

-- There is a tertor-oriented "Revolut~onarv
Coordinating Junta"
posstm1y headquartered
in Paris, which is both a counterpart of an
an incentive for cooneration between governitenbsv§

»=~evertheless, lt is also true that, bro?G¾;
speaking, both te«=rormsts_and the peaceful left linve
ThYTh~7 This is true even in -one minds of studious
revolutionaries. Che Guevara' z romantic fiasco crushed
hopes for rural revolution.
Allende' s tall is t~kAn
(perhaps pessimis-Hcally) as proving that the -electoral
route cannot work. Urbati guerrillas collapseor in.- Brazil with Canlos r4ariqhela and in Uruguay with the
Tupamaros. The intter represented a high-water mark.
Their solid, efficient structure- poses a real wartime
threat. ProbThly the military believe that torture
was indispensable to crack this structure.
_____________________________________
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There is still a znajorcarnpaigr. in Argentina.
We expect the military tb pull up their socks and win.
They have precedents to guide them, and the terrorists
have no handy refuge in neighboring countries.
What will remain is a chain of governments, started
by Brazil in 1964, whose origin was in battle aqainst
* the extreme left. It is important to their ego, their
* salaries, and their equiprnent-budeets to believe in
a Third World War. At best, when Argentina stabilizes,
we can hope to conv»=nce them that they have already won. ~
warriors will net 14ke this. They already snicker
at us for being worrxed about kid stuff like drugsmuggling when there is a real military campaign going
on. They accuse, us of applauding the defeat of terrorism
in Entebbe but not in- Montevideo. Cur differing
* percent~ons of the threat are raIsing susoiaons about
our "reliability."
What the Right-Wing Reclines 1-fare in Common
These governments -are reactive: they derived their
initial legitimacy fThm ` reaction against- terrorism.
left-extremism, instability~ and (as they see it)
Marxism, Thus, "anti-Marxism' xs a mo-cal and ool±txcal -- ?tor'ze.
There is also an - ideolorry that is mor~positivs
* rr--z
in oriqin: chat Ci national dare>; ;~-eriu.
- -- The vision of nation has bean as otfcct±ve
in South America as it was in Europe. (it may
yet turn out to be as destructive; this pap~r
- * looks only brie t17 at the potential for conflicts
between Latin nations and blocs 2 Military
establishments, traditional protectors of
boundaries and national integrty, are ina position to profit from the new nationalism.
-- Economic development is a pressing need and
- a public demand. Disciolined military establishments can work with technocrats to produce
economic development. in the countt:.es we
are considering, the military us always the *
- strongest national institution -- sornetims

a~
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ns trot civilian chaos.

National
rtalisn is therefore real medicine,.
closer to flios
ten r dv left or rioht -wing
causes. To this extent, milii-~ry ~7flflr can find a
popula# base.
National developmentalism has obvious and
bothersome par-illels to National Socialism. Opponents
of the military regimes call them fascist. It is an
effective pejbrative, the more so because it can be
said to be t~chnically accurate. But it is a pejorar±ve.
These days, to call a man fascist is not primarily to
describe -his economic VICWS.
* *
In. practice, the military regimes tend t~ be
* full of the same incons4_nl-enc4 as- that characterize.
non-militar7, pragmatic, non-ideolocical regimes.
Local political institutuoss are (reasonably).
considered to have been a failure, and it is
suquested that `~democracv doesn't work for us.
Leaders want to build more efficient insti-fru&%ns,
to organize their ooni~Ufirt~ entirely differer-Etly.
- Yet there is, a-c sonic level & cor0ciousness, an accep~ance that democracy is the ideal
eventually to be sought.
-- Mo other institution is allowed to challenqe
military powdr, vet political -carties and
courts often exist and pertain some valid
functions. BrazilTh toothless parliamant,
- - - for example, does cautiously articulate -*
- public opinion and provide a dormant alternative to military rule.
-- Insecure, repre ssive goverrr-onts nevertheless
allow substantial `democratic" treedoms, including varying degrees or rree-aom of
expression. The ambiente is more like Washington than Moscow. You can buy a good
newspaper, a pair of denaden~iy~flnIY~orl
blue jeans, a girlie magazIne, or a modern
painting.
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-- These in 1 tary regime do not expect to last
forever There is no thought-of a-~Thousand------Year Reich no oreterse of having arrived at
- ultimate ar st s vle ruth.
From the standno~nt of our policy, the most
* important long-tern characterasdyc of these reGimes
may be precisely that they ar~ reversible, in bo tn
theory and 9ractice. They know it. But they do not
know what to do about it. -Political and sccl.al
development lag. Long after left-wing threats
are squashed, the regimes are still terrified of them. `
Fighting - the abseub pin-kos remains a central goal
of national security. * threats and plots are ntscovered.
Some "mistakes" are made by the torturers, who have
difficulty finding logical victims. Murder ~guads
kill harthiess people and petty thieves. When elections are held, the perverse electorate~hcws
a desire to put the military out of rower. Of fic~rs
* see the trend endingwith their-own bodies on the
rack.
No more elections for awnite.
We do not suggest that there is a hopelessly
vicious circle. Since some of- these regimes are
producing really solid economic successes. The
officers may eventuallj trust civilians to succeed
them and provide an honorable. e;-:it. So far, the
military has found it easier to rice the tiger than
to dismount. When an aiternative government
* eventually has to be found, it might be that the
only one available will be at th~ far left.
-- - But There Are Also Leading Differences.
In discussing the general characteristics of the southern military regimes, we have made some
indefensibly broad generalizatxons. The following
is an attempt to correct the worst distortions,
country-by-country. m is important to be clear
about the differences bco~use, for reasons we shall
develop later. our policy should he roempha*sIze what
the countries do o F-ave in cotno r - er than what
they do.
The fron bur r casc~ are A genti a Chile..and
Uruguay.

*
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* - Argentina. is the most interesting, both*--because.
it is important and because the directions of the new
regime are not clear.. ~re ~ gontires are politically
sophisticated like the r zi a ~, n inlukc the
Brazilians, the Argentines lack social and even
militarV unity. To recover economicallyr they must
* break the power of traditional structures, and especiallv of the labor movement. There is a~o a genuine
challenge fronv left-wing terrorists and right-wing
counter-terror. The problem approaches civil-war
aimenszons. We believe that the Brazilian. model
will prevail. In the lQng run, thus, we think the
military will win. Vid&la -- or his successor -- will
have more trouble with hard-line military officers
and right-wing terror than with the left. * Forces
probably donnected to the - recjirn2 have already been
killing exiles and priests, among others. Chile has been the subject of s-a much action
- - lately -that you probably do not i-teed to hear an'!
more. The Chileans have smashed the Th~fL almost
as thoroughly as th-~ j~razI±zant, hut the repr&ssbe
apparabus is much wore * unrestrained. There is no
one at the top like Geisel who.even seems to wish
to moderate human-rights abuses. The Santiago
regime provides the archatypa of the rcasonlng
that critic±sm or tortij«=e can acme only from
irWernc~tiona1 ?4arxist piotbers. The military
seem particularly insecure and isolated, eve-n with respeoL to the Chilean punt IC.
- g~~uav is the third press n~ case (with - -*
Argenr»=na and Chile), Foreign X'inister Blanco was
the first to talk about the "Third World War," and-he stiliS insists that the threat continucs high
in his country. Given this picture, Uruguay i.~, -- of course, eager to coop~rate with its neighbors
- * in defensive measures. Nevertheless, unlike the
Chileans, the Uruguavans have maintained some sense of proportion about human rights ana international public opinion. Civilians are up front
in the government, q±ve the military substantial
support, and interact relatively well.
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Brazil: We can and snould relate to Brazil. as
an emerging world power rather than as a trouble-spot.
I its 1964 "revolution" is the basic model for its -t - neighbors. The biggest problem is that, despite remarkable successes, the Brazilian armed services still
cannot find a way to reIaAc- their hold on power. On
the other hand, they are nor much worried a bout it.
- They have been able to tan civilian talent for economic
purposes. The Left is smashed, but it is not clear
* whether the President can controL the zeal of his
security forces. Attempts at nolitical distensTh
have largely flopped. (The word carrfts both the
English sense of "distending", or enlarging authority
from a narrow inil~rv base, and the French- sense of
"relaxing". Better than detente?) Brazil, like the
other large countries, doss see itself as & world
actor, and this inhibit~ extremism.

Yet

Bolivia is an interesting case but nota hot
problem. This is the scene of one of the t1~ee
genuine soc#.al revolutions in Latin As-- whDzh
makes it all the more puzzling that Che Guevara
thought he had a conLribution to make. Despite his
* failure, he left lasting worries. `The. Dolivians still
consider that Che' s ~izath makes them a tat-get of - revenge for internat:onal terrorists. We cannot
quite perceive the same menaCe; -- In Solivian terms, the government is notably stable and economically
* successful. It has been moderate on human rights.
- Paraguay is marchina to the same tune -as its
neighbors but is a tulle behind ~¾- s is the kind or
ninetcenth-ceutury military reairo~ that looks good on
- the cartoon page. Paraguay, ho~ `-~ , ha-s eminently
sound reasons f or being backwa U a"~ is not in the
- least apologetic. The Paragua-rnr <emember that,
in the Chaco War, they fought 0Cf t' massively
superior armed forces of thr~~ neighbors for a
ridiculously long time. Pride was saved,, if i~thing
else. There is no democratic traditioiv whatever.
The government has reacted to fear of the left rather
than the kind of specific challenge posed in the other
countries.
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A Political B
at oW'
* - ~4C~arrJeof a politica
ways that are
not here vet,
largely present:

p~flEioiW~v3Yves ThCi5ThflTh~
r inte ests aill be involved in
h ±r rica SLch a bloc is
or c i-s iozation are

-- The conviction that an international leftisc:
threat amounts to a rrviorj,a i-;ar" and hence
* requires an alliance.
-- Highly comnat i & e philo sophies and- political
- objectives in- other resnects.
- -- Improved transpbrt and communication between
neighboring countties. --which previously had
* better links with the U.S. and Euro~z than
with each other.
-- A suspicion that even tin U.S. has "lost its
wijl" -bo stand fi_rp~ aaainst communtsm because
ot Viet-14.ztm, detente, and social decay.
* -~
V
-- Resentment of human-riatte criticism, which
is often taken as just- one more sign of thia7
commic encirclement
-- Exclusion by the military or the bivilian, deinocrat~c inrerplay ~Thich helps to inaintal"
a sense of proportion.

There are a f-ow inhibitions on formation of
a bloc. Nationalistic thinking is the obvious one.
- - * Traditional feuds have largely shaped the sense of
nation. With the exception of the Peru/Chile terision,
however, bord,nr disputes ~are no longer an- overriding
factor in the southern cone.
To predict a political bloc would still be
speculative. Coinmonsense could assert itself. There
is plenty of it available in these countries and even
some mn cnej.r
e on tbir at L trend
toward bloc th
pressrt, c ~ a troublesome.
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%~Lq -~ $ £f a. Bloc Does Form.
In th'~ err> stages, we will be a "casual berie- -t
ficiary" (as one reporter puts it) for reasons that
are too obvious to need elaboration here. On the main
East-West stage, right-wing regimes can hardly tilt
* toward the Soviets and Cubans. The fact that we are
an. apparent beneficiary can easily lull us into trouble,
as has historically been the case in this hemisphere.
- But we would c-xnect a range of grcw~n g prcb½ms.
Sdme are already with us. Internationally the Earin
generals look like cur guys. tt'o arc esrecially ideatitled with Chile. It cannot do us any goot. Europeans,
certainly, hate Pinochet & Co; with a passion that
rubs oft on us.
t4ore ~robleins are on the schedule:
-- Human rights abuses, as von know, are creating
more and more problems of conscience, lau~ aIm
dip lomac v. - g
-- Chile' s black-sime s-L~tus has already tmtde trouble for its ecoaorn~c recovery. The farmer
to the right thedrift goes in other countries-,
- the more difficulties we can expdct in c-ar
econcm~o links with thorn.
-- We VIOULCL like to share with, say, the 13razilian~
a DercepLio~z That we are. natural allies, - * Brazilian participation in a right'~wing bloc
would utake this unlikely.
--- Eventually, we could even see s~rious strains
with the democracies farther north. Orfila has
told us-that he thinks a confrontation 15
possible. Uruguay and Venesuela have just
broken relations over as incident involving
political asylum. A pvec~6nnt?
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Over the horizon, there is a chance of serious
world-scale trouble. This is speculative but no 4.onger
ridiculous. The ?evoluLiohary<coordinatm,g Junta now
seems to have its headquarters in Paris, plus Consyaerable activity in other European capitals. With terrorist~
being forced out of Argen-cina, cnej.r concentration in
Europa (and-possibly the U.S.) will ircremse.
The South American regimes know about tnus. They
are nl~flnj-rq- their o~'n ccunyier-tcrror cfler~ttons in
Euxore. Aryentina, Chile, and Urugual are in ri-ic lead.;
Brazil is wary but is providing some technical support. -`

The next sten mich t b-c for the terrorjsts to uxmertake a worldwide .attsck. on einbassi ~s- and interests CL
the six hated regimes. The PLO has sho~.'n the way. W
- can picture South American activities on a ~irparable
scale, again using the industrial democracies as a
- battle field. The iripo ss ibil ity of ~eace9u1 change
will radic~ 1 i `~r~ exiles who might, in earlior days,
- have lookcu rorward to returning morse peacefully. - `I
Our Resnonso: Mow tad t>-~ - Third ?orld Far~
Till now, though we have tried to exercise a
moderatino influence, we have not tsken a lan-cr-term
7 strategic view of the problems that a right-wing bloc would create. Thus paper has tried. for a snarper focus.
* We shall have rare recommendations in months to como,
but the follot,,~ rg are a f-air start:
r
31 Distirguish ½t&een_countries with special
-* care. Itwe treat Lh&«=t as a whole, we will be encour&LgIn~
them to view themselves as an estattled bloc. In our
dealings with each count"" and in Congressional testimony,
we should for example, - rr-flect reccvnition ttat:
--Argentina, with its virtual civil war, faces
a problem much different from its -neiribbors.
-- Uruguay, with its substantial retun-:" - sof
military/civilian interplay, is not comparable
to cniiLc.
-- Brazil has the ;-reight, sou&aistlcarion, and *
world- perspective La share rang of our con--a _
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Our military-sales programs may also provide at.
- - opportunity for distinction. Aid no longer provides
significant leverage. Thereis vast interest in overall
economic relatIons -- but not much freadom of movciment.
2) Tr to cot the politics and ideology cut of
human richtr<. Ti'~_s cbj~ Liwe wiD h*e hard to reconcUe
with the egually pressing need to nultilateralize our
concern. To. avoid charges of "intervention," we must increasingly work through the Inter-American Human
* - flights Corriission. The countries that support us
there, however, will tend to be democracies (and perhams
- one or bwo radical Caribbean governments). * Right-wing
regimas will feel besieged. Ideally, we should keec
one or mola o5 them wi-on us. If that is iinpe-seible
(as now seems likely) , ~ie should take srecial dare to
make clear that authorita*r±t:-) reg'res of the right
no monoolv on abuses, (Your 5antiago~T3ech
had the r3A4L balance)
3) -Oppose Rhutoricat Qxaqce~at~_nns -- ~there and hers.

that the "Third Wor±'f w~ ` i > -` `- overdrawn
aPd leads to dancer-otis - -~orrc--~
-- In Congressuona± tnsHrm-r ~~-.re, st'c»=ss that
the threat is real for a co&~tiv I' Re - Argentina.

4) Bring them Welt to our co~'v~ ~ en' terse, But
how? Our Embasjsv n La Paz ha~ rr~
that wo
exchange intelligcnce-brieJ5ings t'te The dlivians. -This r&giTh provide a way to reach r..Cp,flIoUs mi±±rary
officers and work on their "Third World War" syndrdte.
But there ax-c hazards. We would fail to pronuce untcrmation susto%inu their thezis. and they might-conclude
that we were badly informed or- uncooserative. Insteacz,,
we think we should work on systematic itid-level exchanges
- - something more than exchanges- or info:Kmation on
terrorasts. We need to achieve a perception that neither
detente to'- cxstensao is a threat to the legitimacy of
friendly i:e'-~'m~~.
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In time, perhaps we can convince them that a Third
World War is undesirable.
`4
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